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General Processor Architecture

Different Partitioning Schemes

Static Partitioning:
○ Each thread has a pre-assigned cap when sharing resources

Static Partitioning:
No thread can grab resources exclusively

Problem:
Cannot respond to the different needs in different phases of execution

Dynamic Sharing:
○ Let the thread compete for resources among themselves without pre-defined cap

Dynamic Sharing:
Resources are dynamically distributed among threads

Problem:
A thread may grab more resources it can use and clog the pipeline

However, the behavior of a thread varies with time
No single scheme can be optimum all the time
We need to distribute the system resources closely based on current performance of the thread

Adaptive Sharing:
Resource distribution varies according to the performance of the thread, approaching optimal performance

Power Concerns

Both the power consumption and the issue bandwidth decreases as the number of threads increases.

Adaptive Resource Partitioning

○ Based on the ROB statistics, the Resource Distribution Logic (RDL) divides the threads into commit-bound and issue-bound, and updates the Thread-Cap Register (TCR).

○ Commit-bound threads get fewer entries in the front-end queues, but more entries in ROB based on TCR

○ Issue-bound threads get more entries in the front-end queues, but fewer entries in ROB based on TCR

Every pre-defined time interval
RDL evaluates threads
RDL updates TCR
Update Cap Counter in IQ
Update Cap Counter in IDQ
Update Cap Counter in IFQ
Update in ROB

Research Goals

○ To improve performance through intelligently distributing the resources among threads

○ To serve for the next generation general purpose processors